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On May 3, 1985, two men and one woman completed 
the first traverse of the Colorado Grand Tour, a contin-
uous high-altitude ski tour stretching 88 miles from St. 
Marys Glacier on the Colorado Front Range to Vail Ski 
Resort on the West Slope. The tour was completed in 
less than two weeks with several days off for bad 
weather. No overnight camping or bivouacs were re-
quired. The skiers completing the tour were Steve 
Barnett, Charlotte McDuff and Paul Ramer. The pur-
pose of this route was to provide a backcountry skiing 
experience similar to the world-famous Haute Route 
that crosses the Alps from Chamonix, France, to Saas-
Fee, Switzerland. 

Mazamas to Attempt Hidden Peak 
For the first time in its 90-year history as the oldest 

climbing club in the United States, the Mazamas of 
Oregon are endorsing and sponsoring an expedition to 
one of the fourteen 8000-meter peaks. At 26,470 feet, 
Hidden Peak is not only the eleventh highest mountain 
in the world, but the most remote. It is located in the 
heart of the Karakoram Range which crowns the 
Gasherbrum Group in Pakistan. 

The team, led by Bob Wilson, is composed entirely of 
Mazama members. They are Dave Bong, Dana Isher-
wood, Bill Isherwood, Gary LeMoine, Richard Soaper, 
Assistant Leader, and Ethan Van Matre. They will 
attempt, in July, 1985, to make the first American as-
cent of the North Face, and will climb without high alti-
tude porters or oxygen apparatus. After establishing 
base camp at the confluence of the Abruzzi and South 
Gasherbrum Glaciers at 17,000 feet, they plan to place 
three or four camps on the way to the summit. There is 
an altitude gain of 9,000 feet from base to summit. 
Hidden Peak is also called Gasherbrum I. The mountain 
sits astride the northeast Pakistani-Chinese border, and 
the final section of the Mazama route lies along this 
border. 

The peak has great significance in the history of 
American mountaineering in that the first ascent was 
made by a small American team in July, 1958. Also, it 
was the first 8,000-meter peak climbed by Americans. 
The team under Nick Clinch placed Pete Schoening and 
Andy Kauffman on the summit via the southwest ridge. 

Tax deductible contributions to aid this expedition 
will be appreciated. Mail to Mazama Hidden Peak Expe-
dition, 5705 S.E. Altman Road, Gresham, OR 97030. A 
signed, 11 x 14 inch photo taken on the expedition is 
available for a donation of $60. 



Mountain Travel Announces "Halley's Comet Tour" 
Halley's comet, last seen in 1910, will be making its 

next swing by the earth in early April, 1986. According 
to astronomers, the best place in the Western Hemi-
sphere to view Halley's comet is the pre-dawn skies 
over Peru. Mountain Travel will conduct a unique 
comet-watching trip accompanied by a scientist who is a 
specialist in Peruvian archaeo-astronomy. The 10-day 
trip takes place from April 2 to April 11 and costs 
$1390, not including round trip airfare to Lima. 

Trip members will first visit the planetarium in Lima 
for a lecture and introduction to the Southern Hemi-
sphere sky. To assure maximum comet-viewing, four 
days will be spent in the colonial highland town of 
Arequipa, the best place in Peru for celestial observa-
tion, with its 8,000-foot elevation and usually clear skies. 

Hike to the Top of the World 
Four men left Ward Hunt Island in northern Canada 

in March to hike the 475 miles over the thick, but con-
stantly moving, Arctic Ocean with the hope of reaching 
the North Pole. If they succeed they will be the first 
expedition to walk to the geographical "top of the 
world." 

They are carrying about 70 pounds of gear apiece. 
They expect little snow on the trip, but strong winds 
and temperatures as low as 60 degrees below zero. 
With the help of a compass, sextant and the stars, they 
will follow as closely as they can the 74th degree west 
meridian. The team will be tracked by satellites that 
pass over the pole every 101 minutes and a coded num-
ber system will enable the expedition to send an emer-
gency message if a need arises. The satellites will also 
be able to verify that the team has reached its goal. 

—The Christian Science Monitor 

NSS SUED 
A young woman died from a fall into Natural Well, a 

pit in Huntsville, Alabama, and the family decided that 
the National Speological Society must somehow be re-
sponsible. Suit for one million dollars has been filed 
against the NSS, the Huntsville Grotto and the city of 
Huntsville. The suit states that one or more of the de-
fendants "knew, or should have known, of the existence, 
location, and dangers of the Natural Well" and were 
"negligent, careless, or unskillful" in "failing to properly 
warn the public. . . of the dangerous conditions." The 
suit states the grotto and the Society were negligent 
"in failing to properly design, erect, construct, maintain, 
repair, and/or inspect the fences, barriers or guards em-
ployed to keep the public from falling into the Natural 
Well." 

Interestingly, none of the defendants own the proper-
ty which includes the Natural Well. Natural Well is 
owned by the State of Alabama. —NSS News 

Air Bag Technology on the Slopes 
A new device was introduced in January at the 

Nebelhorn in Allgau in Southern Germany, advertised 
as a "Revolution in Avalanche Rescue." This miracle 
weapon consists of a 1.5 kilogram pouch that can either 
be built into a ski suit or worn as a small backpack. If 
the wearer is caught in an avalanche, he or she can pull 
a plastic handle, and in a second, pressurized nitrogen 
will inflate a balloon. Its maker claims that the wearer 
can then "swim out of the descending avalanche." The 
device sells for 500 marks (that's over $150 our money). 

—Tacoma Mountain Rescue Rucksack 

They Burned the Survival Book 
Two boys, ages 15 and 14, were rescued on March 11 

after they became stranded the day before on a fog-
covered ledge in Bells Canyon, near Salt Lake City, 
when clouds obscured the trail. They stayed put, built a 
lean-to and waited for rescuers. After following all the 
instructions in their survival book and still couldn't light 
a signal fire, they burned the book and were rescued. 

—Tacoma Mountain Rescue Newsletter 

Nepal Raises Peak Fees 
In April, 1985, Nepal's Ministry of Tourism announced 

a 10% increase in peak fees to take effect in the Post-
Monsoon period. Reason for the increase is said to be 
need to increase revenue from mountaineering and to 
compensate for the high value of U.S. dollars. 

Spring of 1985 saw the lowest number of expeditions 
for the last 5 years. Of approximately 45 expeditions 
who received permits, only 26 actually took to the field. 
Of these 26, 4 were last minute additions so, in fact, 
only half of the expeditions granted permits actually 
came to Nepal. 

The low number of expeditions has caused serious 
under-employment for those earning their living through 
mountain tourism. —Michael Cheney 

Helihiking? What Next? 
"Once above treeline the interior ranges of British 

Columbia offer some of the finest, most scenic mountain 
hiking imaginable. This realization brought about 'Heli-
hiking' in the Cariboos, Bugaboos and Bobbie Burns. 

"The Helicopter makes it possible to get to these 
places in a matter of minutes . . .You can get dropped 
off in the morning and hike all day along ridges and 
through alpine meadows, or you can be moved to differ-
ent places during the day and take a number of shorter 
hikes. In the evening the helicopter brings you back to 
a comfortable mountainlodge." 

The above information is part of a large advertise-
ment turned down for publication in Summit. Such an 
activity in some of the most beautiful mountain country 
in Canada will surely ruin the solitude and mountain 
experience, as well as frighten the wildlife. 

to page 17, please 
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Kings Peak in the far background, saddled between the two smaller peaks in the front. 
Photo by Douglas S. Hansen 

River crossings add to the excilement of the approach. Photo by Douglas Coats 
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Kints ?eak— LItah's ffithest 
by Douglas S. Hansen 

A 4,000 meter peak is respectable in anyone's 
book, and Kings Peak is no exception. Utah has 
a total of 12 4000 meter peaks, number one, two, 
and three are located near Kings; Kings is 4,123 
meters (13,528 feet), with Gilbert Peak at 4,097 
(13,442 feet), and Mt. Emmons, the third high-
est, at 4,096 (13,439 feet). These worthy peaks 
are located in Utah's High Uintas Primitive 
Area, in the northeastern part of the state. This 
area is easily accessible from several states—
Wyoming and Colorado border it, and from 
Idaho, it is only a short drive. If you enjoy fish-
ing, then you are in for a real treat. The High 
Uintas Primitive Area has over 500 lakes with 
several varieties of fish. There is Brook, Rain-
bow, Native Cutthroat, and even Golden trout in 
some lakes. The Arctic Grayling, with its large 
dorsal fin, is also found in a few select lakes. 

The Uintas is not only the home of Kings 
Peak, Utah's highest mountain, it is also the 
most prominent east-to-west mountain range in 
the continental United States. This unique primi-
tive area was established in 1931. It was named 
after the "Uintats" Indians, who were mountain 
dwellers. The Uintats Indians were a branch of 
the Ute Tribe. These mountains are mostly com-
posed of sedimentary rock, with multicolored pre-
cambrian quartzites and shales. Surprisingly 
enough, this rock seems to be pretty good for 
climbing. They run east-to-west, for over 240 
kilometers (150 miles), and north-to-south for 56 
kilometers (35 miles). With the exception of an 
occasional jet far overhead, there is no sign of 
civilization because of its wilderness designation. 
The High Uintas Primitive Area is one of my 
favorites spots in Utah. Sometimes I wonder if it 
is proper to tell others about them? I guess it's 
okay, because the majority of those who will 
read this are well skilled in minimum impact 
camping and climbing. 

Kings Peak was named after Clarence King, 
the first director of the U.S. Geological Survey, 
from 1879 to 1881. 

Climbing Kings Peak 
Access to Kings Peak can be made through 

several different canyons; the Yellowstone Drain- 

age and the Uinta River Canyon on the south, or 
Henrys Fork and Smiths Fork on the north. 
Kings is best done in three to four days; the 
hike into base, climbing the peak (which, by the 
easiest way, is a fun scramble, or by the west 
face, which presents some very unique climbing 
on neve and reasonably good rock), and the third 
for the return hike out. Early in the year (before 
June), crampons and ice axes are brought by 
those who prefer not to risk that long, un-
controlled slide down a snowfield to the talus 
waiting far below. During the main season (July-
August), there are plenty of mosquitoes, as well 
as plenty of trout. Good repellent and a headnet 
are a good investment for this time of year. 
Henrys Fork is the most popular access route to 
Kings, as well as the shortest, with a round trip 
to the summit and back at about 42 kilometers 
(26 miles). 

Our most recent trip to this area was via 
Henrys Fork. To get to this access, you first 
need to drive to Mountain View, Wyoming, 
where on a clear day you can get an excellent 
view of the High Uintas, and if your eye is 
sharp, you can see Kings Peak. From Mountain 
View, follow Highway #410 south to the Henrys 
Fork turnoff, which is marked by signs. These 
signs will lead you to the Henrys Fork Trail-
head. Approach to Dollar Lake is about 11 kilo-
meters (7 miles), with an elevation gain of about 
350 meters (1,400 feet). From Dollar Lake, the 
summit bid can be made either by the more 
direct route up to Anderson Pass, or through 
Gun Sight Pass into Painter Basin, and then up 
to Anderson Pass. From Anderson Pass you just 
scramble up the north ridge to the North Sum-
mit, which is the highest. The South Summit 
is slightly less, at 4,119 meters (13,512 feet). 
U.S.G.S. maps for the Henrys Fork approach 
include: Gilbert Peak NE, Utah-Wyo.; Mount 
Powell, Utah; Kings Peak, Utah; and Bridger 
Lake, Utah-Wyo. Also the Forest Service in 
Kamas, Utah, has a large map of the entire 
primitive area. You may want to refer to some of 
the guide books that cover this area; High Uinta 
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Trails by Mel Davis, or Utah Mountaineering at Tamarack Lake, we counted over 100 mos- 
Guide by Michael R. Kelsey. quitoes in a square foot area on a horse's neck! 

Like most mountains, the High Uintas seem Like any mountain, the High Uintas deserve 
to create their own weather; afternoon thunder- respect, and even in the summer they can receive 

storms are common, so the summit bid should more than a foot of snow. 
be made with an early alpine start to insure suc- For more information on the High Uintas 
cess. August seems to be the heaviest time for Primitive Area, you can contact the Roosevelt 
mosquitoes and could make a trip less enjoyable and Duchesne Ranger Districts in the Ashley 
if not prepared. In fact, one time while we were National Forest. 

4 SUMMIT I May-June, 1985 
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The summit of Kings Peak in June. Photo by Douglas S. Hansen 
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Text and Photo by Todd Swain 

E.B.'s crammed into rounded pockets, fingers 
stuffed behind a rounded flake, I saw the large, 
sloping horizontal crack just above me, but out 
of reach. A number one Friend at my feet was 
all the protection thus far. I cranked up once 
again, and went for the horizontal. Slapping my 
palms on the outward-sloping crack, I balanced 
up, teetering on the brink of a fifteen-footer. A 
shakily placed number three Friend in the flaring 
crack brought me to the top. "Thank God these 
gritstone climbs are short," I thought. 

The Peak District of England contains some of 
the finest rock climbing I've ever experienced. 
The world famous gritstone edges abound with 
cracks, corners, and faces of incredible quality. If 
the phrase "short but sweet" were made up to 
describe a type of rock climbing, gritstone would 
be it. Never higher than seventy feet, and usual-
ly thirty to fifty feet, these crags pack as much 
quality climbing as many two-hundred-foot cliffs. 

Gritstone has a rich history. It was here that 
many of today's legends were made. Joe Browns 
Valkyrie, Browns Eliminate, and Right Uncon-
querable were among the hardest and most seri-
ous rock climbs in the world when first done. 

Don Whillans also had a hand in the desper-
ates, with horror shows like Goliath (a forty-foot 
overhanging 5.10 off-width, with no protection), 
Esso Extra, and the Whillans Pendulum, to 
name a few. Even today, most people shy away 
from a Whillan's route and think twice about 
starting a Brown climb. 

One of the very best routes on grit is Valkyrie 
at Froggat Edge. Seventy feet long, and 5a 
(5.8+) in diffieulty, it's a route with every type 
of climbing imaginable. 

Perfect hand-jams led me to a rest. From here, 
the route went horizontally about eight feet, fol-
lowed by a mantle onto the belay ledge. The 
guide described the traverse as "horizontal jam-
ming"—I opted for hand-traversing across as 
fast as my weakening arms would allow. After I 
had brought my second up it was time for pitch 
two. The crux of the route is getting over the 
overhang directly above the belay. Palming up 
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on "slopers," I eventually wormed over the lip 
onto the slab above. Some easy, but unprotected 
climbing brought me to the summit. 

Valkyrie ascends the most prominent feature 
at Froggat—a sixty-foot high block, detached 
from the cliff on all sides. Most people do a 
short abseil off the side nearest the cliff; some 
peole (like Whillans) jump. Until you've seen 
this block, you can't grasp the seriousness of 
jumping. From the top of the block down to the 
crag top , is a solid twenty-foot drop. If that's 
not enough, there's also a ten-foot gap between 
the block and the cliff! 

Stannage is the gritstone edge. With over 
seven hundred climbs along its four-mile length, 
Stannage has no shortage of classics. Flying 
Buttress (VD or 5.5), Black Slab (S or 5.6+), 
Billard Buttress (VS or 5.7), Right Unconquer-
able (5a or 5.8+), and Quietus (XS 6a or 5.10+) 
are but a small number of the excellent climbs 
there. 

On weekends, Stannage is mobbed with climb-
ers, walkers, and spectators. Fortunately for 
those of us who like solitude, there are other 
edges to climb on. With just a little thought, it's 
easy to pick an edge that will be uncrowded on 
any weekend day. 

Knowing that Stannage would be crowded, we 
drove over to Curbar Edge for the day. Having 
heard of such classics as Peapod (HVS 5a or 
5.9-), L'Horla (XS 5c or 5.10), and Profit of 
Doom (XS 6a or 5.11), I felt it was my duty to a 
at least look at them. With the good Doctor 
Whincup, I trudged up to the base of Peapod. 
We• looked up at the climb, then glanced at each 
other. Peapod is a great looking chimney/slot up 
a steep wall. If there's one thing I dislike, it's 
chimneys, and as I started to offer the Doctor 
the lead, he strode off towards L'Horla. Relief 
filled my thoughts—after all, I was on a holiday, 
and should be having fun, not worming up some 
chimney! 

I rejoined Grahame below L'Horla. Steep face 
climbing led over the wild looking crux roof 
above us. "Looks rather difficult, doesn't it, 



Left Unconquerable Route 
on Stannage in England. 

Grahame?" I said. The only reply I got was the 
sound of the fine Doctor's footsteps fading into 
the distance. 

We ended up admitting we both felt lazy and 
decided to do just fun, easy climbs. As we 
thumbed through the guidebook looking for 
ideas, Grahame came across a climb called the 
Brain. Whether it was the two star rating, or the 
fact Grahame had wanted to be a brain surgeon 
instead of a pediatrician, I'll never know. The 
fact is, we ended up doing the climb. 

A couple of dicey 5.7 face moves with no pro-
tection got me started. After twenty feet of nub- 

bins and little flakes, I reached the belay. A 
short crack directly above put us on a wild 
arete. Only thirty feet off the ground, we had 
more exposure than a lot of five-hundred-foot 
climbs! Needless to say, Grahame was ecstatic 
when he arrived at the top of the edge. 

We ended up doing the route two more times 
that day, and as we coiled the rope that last 
time, I realized just how great gritstone climbing 
was. Without warning, a little gem of a climb 
pops out and insists that you climb it. Grit also 
does something else to you—it builds up a 
mighty thirst. We finished coiling the rope and 
ambled off to the nearest pub. El 
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As this magazine concerns itself for the overall 
alpinist, my discussion and subsequent applica-
tion of resistance-training philosophies and tech-
niques shall be targeted for the general moun-
taineer. As shall be illustrated later, a training 
program for a mountaineer could differ radically 
from that of a technical rock climber. Thus, even 
within the sterotyped confines descriptive of our 
sport (alpinism), we see the need for diversity 
amongst applied resistance-training methodology. 

Knowing the correct mechanical action of 
muscles and joints in climbing may help alpin-
ists understand more about the virtues of an in-
telligently applied resistance-training program. A 
proper training regimen enables the climber to 
become more efficient and flexible. It increases 
his or her strength, endurance and also mini-
mizes the risk of injury. 

Presently, I am conducting some research and 
collecting data on climbers' training routines for 
an upcoming book on the subject. Here is an 
inkling of what I am discovering: 

Most climbers surveyed said that they do 
not follow any resistance-training program at all. 

Those training with weights usually hang 
them around their waists to do pull-ups. Period. 

The majority of the climbers surveyed in-
dicated that they presently or have had a history 
of inflamed joints, sprains, pulled muscles, or 
worse. 

No small wonder. These people are not train-
ing correctly, and the longevity of their climbing 
career is at sacrifice because of this habitual 
neglect. Moreover, the escalating standards 
performance in all sports - including alpinism - 
dictate a higher degree of physical prowness 
than ever before. To participate at more than a 
basic level in alpinism (i.e., hiking up the "cables 
route" on Longs Peak in Colorado), attainment 
of increased physical fitness shall result in the 
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ability to enjoy the more challenging, and per-
haps more spectacular, facets of mountaineering 
(i.e., Slipstream, East face of Snowdome - Canad-
ian Rockies). 

Before examining modes to improve climbing 
fitness through resistance training, a definition 
of physical fitness and its correlation to the 
climber seems appropriate. The following eight 
categories assist exercise physiologists in assess-
ing physical fitness. I shall list them, but also 
include a few clarifications relative to the 
climber: 

Endurance: Muscular endurance refers to 
the ability of a contraction to persist. Endurance 
training encourages more efficient use of oxygen 
concurrent with biochemical reactions taking 
place within the muscle tissue. The pumped fore-
arm is "burning" due to anaerobic respiration 
and the accumulation of fatigue toxins, such as 
lactic acid. During rest, oxygen flow resumes 
and that pumped, burning feeling diminishes. 

Strength: Muscular strength refers to the 
ability to exert maximum force in a single con-
traction, like a pull-up or a mantle-type of move-
ment found in climbing. 

Speed: Speed is greatly determined by 
genetic characteristics. It is a function of the 
nervous system, as well as the muscular system. 
Those individuals who are said to be "fast" are 
most probably so due to their genetic fiber type. 
However, most of climbing —particularly moun-
taineering - depends on endurance-related activi-
ties; thus, a high percentage of the slower fiber 
type may be of more benefit to the alpinist. 

Power: A misunderstood element. Power = 
force x distance -- time = force x velocity. The 
amount of force delivered is a result of strength. 
The athlete able to do more work in less time 
has more power. Speed and power might be of 
significance to the climber who must move from 
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Text by Steve hg 
Photos by Mark Bogan 

a low hold to a high hold dynamically. 
Agility: Agility is the ability to precisely 

alter the position and direction of the body rap-
idly and without losing balance. Agility in per-
formance decreases with fatigue, as well as 
excess body mass. 

Coordination: What a climber may lack in 
strength and/or endurance can be made up for, 
to an extent, in agility and coordination (and 
(vice versa). The harmonic relationship of muscu-
lar activity—the coordinated flow of movement 
to execute a task efficiently and gracefully, feels 
good and looks good in any sport. Like agility, 
coordination may come naturally, but can be im-
proved upon by repetition. 

Balance: Dynamic balance is obviously im-
portant to a climber and can be described as the 
ability to control your body's center of gravity 
or mass. It, like the components described in 
categories five and six, can be perfected through 
practice. At Farentinos Gym in Boulder, Colo-
rado, we have a specifically designed artificial 
rock climbing wall and other apparatus aimed 
directly at improving these components in 
climbers. 

Flexibility: This is also imperative to the 
climber. This component refers to the plasticity 
and elasticity of the muscle system and it's 
articulations. 

Granted, many of the above components may 
be trained and strengthened by climbing. Many 
simply cannot. A weight-training session, done 
indoors and not subject to the limitations of 
weather and darkness, can strengthen all com-
ponents of climbing. Hence, the carry-over bene-
fits derived from the gym to the granite, can be 
felt and expounded upon. 

Retrograding slightly, you may ask yourself at 
this point, "But I seem to be getting stronger  

and all I am doing is climbing. Why bother with 
weights?" There are many well documented, 
proven benefits of weight-training. I believe 
those factors need not be argued. Aside though, 
from a health and fitness standpoint, let us 
answer the above question in terms of strength. 
In fact, you may be getting stronger from climb-
ing. The reason being is because the increased 
strength is a by-product of your commensurate 
skill. That is, the harder your climbs become, the 
harder the workload becomes for your muscles. 
Forced to adapt to this progressive stress, your 
ability to match this intensity was achieved 
through mounting strength gains. An algebraic 
formula may clarify this line of thinking some-
what: 

increased strength = difficulty x time 

skill 
Through an intelligently applied training pro-
gram, our goal may be expressed as: 

Difficulty = increased strength x time 

skill 
That is, time spent gathering strength shall 
manifest itself in the facilitation of increased 
skill. 

Climbing Bio-mechanics 
For clarity's sake, I shall use a rock climber 

performing a face climb to illustrate this interac-
tion of joints and muscles. In the strictest kine-
siological sense, climbing is nothing but push 
and pull. The arms and back pull, the legs pro-
pel or push. Forward movement is the result of 
overcoming a drag force (gravity), by propulsion 
upwards. 

Arm Movement: Primary emphasis occurs 
deep within the back musculature. Grossly 
speaking (in doing so we negate assitive or syn-
ergistic muscles from this discussion), the latis-
simus dorse and teres major muscles are climb-
ers' central concern. The climber's upper arm 
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movement allows for easy dissection of origina-
tion. In reaching for a hold (face climbing), the 
arm extends. In the pulling phase, horizontal ab-
duction and inward rotation of the gleno-humeral 
joint (a shoulder joint) occurs. As the latissimus 
dorsi executes many shoulder joint axes, 
strengthening of the 'lat' is preeminent. The 
teres major must be given attention, for as out-
side forces increase in resistance and positions of 
adduction, inward rotation and extension are 
reached and held, than these muscles are of ut-
most importance. Hand/fist cracks, overhangs 
(which also involve a significant amount of chest 
musculature), are practical implications of this 
muscles mechanics. The so-called 'rotator cuff' 
complex (supraspinatus), infraspinatus, teres 
minor, and subscapularis), biceps brachii, and 
the extensor and flexor muscles of the forearms 
are assitive but mandatory mover for the arm 
movement phase. Upper torso alignment is cen-
tered by isometric contraction of the abdominal 
and lumbar muscles. 

Leg Movement: Foot position is, of course, de-
pendent upon the position of the climber. In face 
climbing, the feet are usually turned out at the 
ankle. This is done by ankle eversion, accomp-
lished by the frontal calf musculature. Leg (and 
foot) position is performed by varying degrees 
(relative to the size of the climber's 'steps' onto 
higher footholds), by the hip. Initiation of climb-
ing normally mandates bringing the legs up to a 
level even with the trunk. Here, medial rotation 
must occur at the hip. Muscles responsible: glu-
teus medius, gluteus minimus, tensor fascia 
latae, and illiopsoas. To keep the legs near the 
rock (a thoughtful consideration), the movement 
of hip flexion transpires bringing into play the 
inner thigh muscles. 

Much of climbing entails efficient body posi-
tion after hip extension has occurred and time to 
'move up' on the leg has come. Knee extension 
strength takes command here. The quadriceps 
'push' the body to a fully extended position. 
While placing protection, many climbers must 
stand upon minute footholds to do so. The 
muscles responsible for this exhausting position 
are the gastrocnemius, soleus, and the tibialis 
posterior. 

A kinesiological peek at the primary movers in 
a mountaineering type of activity must fall upon 
the lower body. The hip flexors, knee extensors 
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deltoids, back of arm = triceps brachii. 



and inner thigh musculature are the 'workhorses' 
for most of the motion. Yet, overlooking the up- 
per body's significance would prove foolish. A 
high percentage of mountaineering requires 
'shouldering' a heavily laden pack, combined 
with steeply inclined hiking-type of locomotion. 
Therefore, a crux consideration in training should 
be resurrected around working the "stabilizing" 
musculature of the upper torso. As the name im-
plies, these muscles serve to stabilize a limb or 
body part while the other muscles go through 
their range of motion. To "stabilize" an expedi-
tion type of pack a tremendous amount of 
energy is forced upon the musculature of the up-
per and lower back. The spinae group of muscles 
which run up and down either side of the spinal 
column help support the back and counteract 
outside force displacement. In doing this, the 
arms are then available to "pump" the forward 
movement or plant ice axes, etc. The non-
strength training alpinist may be shocked at how 
"comfortable" a modern-day expedition pack 
rides after coming off a training program incor-
porating back squats with 225 pounds for 
repetitions! 

Very rarely, we must remind ourselves in this 
black and white approach to climbing, does our 
activity satisfy itself with the face climbing and 
"plodding" type of examples given above. Often 
times the climber finds him or herself in quite 
contorted positions (off-widths), exhausting, 
twisting-type positions (squeeze chimneys), 
strength sequences (overhangs), and stretched-
out situations (stemming/dihedral climbing). 
Along this view, other athletic elements critical 
to a climber's sport or activities include: ap-
proaches, descents, rope work, hauling, ferrying 
loads, etc. Interpreting the many athletic maneu-
vers of the climber, a full body conditioning and 
strengthening program must be made to recog-
nize and render this. 

Physiologically Speaking— All muscles respond 
on an all-or-nothing type of reaction. Enzymati-
cally, muscles must convert protein, carbohy-
drates and fat into energy. Here is what happens 
very briefly: When we pick up a barbell or start 
a pull-up, the motor nerve signals the muscle to 
contract. In order to provide this immediate 
energy need, adenosinetriphosphate (ATP), is re-
cruited. The amount of ATP is very limited so 
creatine phosphate (CP) is split molecularly to 
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recycle ATP. Through a process termed "glyco-
sis" (a good name for a route, perhaps?), the gly-
cogen or carbohydrates are broken down through 
a complex series of biochemical reactions. The 
often heard term lactic acid is one of several by-
products of this sugar metabolism. Up until this 
point the body is able to sustain work without 
oxygen. This is called "anaerobic metabolism." 
After several minutes, the body must make 
another energy transfer into the "aerobic meta-
bolism" stage. This stage requests the presence 
of oxygen. Oxygen permits glucose, glycogen or 
fat tissue to be metabolized into usable energy. 
Stored adipose or fat tissue contains the least 
amount of oxygen per molecule, thus the body is 
reluctant to utilize this form of potential energy. 
In fact, only after approximately fifteen to 
twenty minutes will the body start to metabolize 
stored adipose tissue for energy. 

All of this energy is transferred to essentially 
two distinct fiber types. They are: 

Fast Twitch = These fibers are fast to con-
tract and fast to fatigue. Larger and fewer capil-
laries are found here. 

Slow Twitch = These fibers are slower to con-
tract and slower to fatigue. A confusing array of 
energy pathways exists to allow this fiber type 
to sustain workloads for long time periods. 

Climbers, particularly in the mountaineering 
category, must realize that the majority of activ-
ity will be handed to the slow-twitch fiber type. 
To a large extent, genetic tendencies confines an 
individual to a particular distribution of fiber 
types. Most proven research relates that it is not 
possible to significantly alter this predetermined 
allotment. To accommodate this fact, a wise 
sports trainer would instruct his mountaineer to 
rely upon a program high in repetition schemes. 
This design helps "teach" the muscular tissue to 
work in an underoxygenated cellular environ-
ment. 

Body Composition— The relationship of body 
composition, nutrition and physical performance 
stands like a tripod. Undeniably important, the 
successful climber looks to this tripod as a fund-
amental tool for use in tailoring his or her pro-
gram. The whole application of nutrition for the 
climber revels in such importance that it shall be 
enumerated upon in another forthcoming article. 
For our purposes let me touch upon two entities 
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which result in body composition. The first, body 
fat. The second, lean body mass (LBM). 

Usually body fat does little but subtract from 
athletic performance. For the mountaineer, how-
ever, this may not hold certain. Molecularly, a 
fat contains the least amount of oxygen per mol-
ecule than the other two sources of nutrients 
(protein and carbohydrates). Thus, in order to 
metabolize this concentrated energy supply, the 
body is forced to expend large amounts of chemi-
cal energy to "tap" this potential power reser-
voir. During normal activities, therefore, the 
body relies on the easier burning carbohydrate 
(sugar) supply rather than fat. The body will 
not, in fact, reach a "fat-burning" stage, fat met-
abolism, until an elevated heart rate has been 
held for at least fifteen minutes! 

I elaborate here because of its significance to 
the avid mountaineer. Realize that when a gram 
of fat is metabolized, it releases nine grams of 
calories, where carbohydrates and protein give 
only a reluctant four. Think of how valuable this 
may be for the high altitude mountaineer striv-
ing to keep his or her food rations light, yet 
needing an extremely high energy output. Add 
to this, fat's insulating effect and one may agree 
to the importance of fat to the mountaineer's 
diet. 

Let me reiterate though, a diet which is regu-
larly high in fat content is anything but healthy. 
Generally speaking, LBM, or fat-free weight, is 
considered positively related to athletic perfor-
mance and health. Fat-free weight is usually 
active in generating ATP energy at the biochem-
ical level. On the other hand, fat cells do not 
render this contribution. But, not unlike climbers 
in mainstream society, fat just kinda "hangs 
out." Unfortunately, these adipose individuals 
choose to hang out in dangerous physiological 
places. Respectively, any physical activity that 
demand weight-bearing skills, must call any ex-
cess fat tissue content a hinderance. I must rec-
ommend for any climber, athlete, an in-depth 
study of nutrition subject matter. 

A Needs Analysis—is a tool a trainer uses in 
constructing an individual's exercise prescription. 
Although many athletes may train with weights 
for many reasons, each necessitates different 
workloads. In this article we have discovered the 
basic movements which must be trained. We 



know which musculature most emphasis occurs. 
Auxillarly criteria would entail: 

What metabolism or energy system does 
the athlete rely upon? 

What are common injuries particular to 
this sport? 

What is the athlete's past sports and in-
jury history? 

What are the dietary habits of the indi-
vidual? 
Additional information and/or more detailed in-
quiries are usually commonplace during this per-
iod. The goal during this analysis is to help de-
lineate goals so as to make the most benefit out 
of the athlete's time. Since mountaineering is our 
"sport-to-be-trained-for," a training methodology 
can now be investigated. 

As this article limits its scope to resistance-
training matter, several factors shall be lightly 
mentioned. 

Stretching, for example, demands the same 
diligence normally reserved for weight training. 
Research shows that slow, static type of stretch-
ing incorporates the highest percentage of physi-
ological benefits. Climbers in search of increased 
flexibility should stretch a minimum of three 
times a week with every day the preferred altern-
ative. A consultation of Stretching by Bob 
Anderson, published by Random House Publica-
tions, might prove worthy. 

Aerobic activity must also be integrated in 
structuring an exercise prescription for anyone 
the least bit interested in mountaineering. 
Through aerobic activity, one develops the stam-
ina which is so vital to a climber. Besides the 
often quoted and well-documented health benefits 
derived from such a program, a developed 
aerobic system delivers oxygen more readily to 
the muscle tissue, reflected in increased muscular 
endurance. Keep in mind that the larger number 
of body parts involved requires more oxygen up-
take need, thus resulting in greater overall aero-
bic stress. For example, cross-country skiing 
would make more time benefit than jogging. 
Roller skis may replace snow skis for warm 
weather climbers in training. Recall that aerobic 
activity, if done long enough, decreases fat 
weight. This quality, along with aiding the re-
cuperation process and increasing aerobic path-
ways to delay the onset of fatigue, should con- 

Weighted pull up [70 lbs. shown]. 
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ti Capitan Saga 
Text and Photos by Tom Evans 

I paused for a moment, my mind wandering, 
while the warm, dry breeze twisted and swirled 
about me. No amount of licking could sustain 
moisture on my lips, for it was July on El Capi-
tan. With July comes the inevitable heat and re-
sulting thirst that those not heeding the warning 
are sure to encounter. Graham had carried us 
along while the life had slowly ebbed from me. 
But the fall had changed that, and now it was 
up to me. So here I am where I had stood shiv-
ering twelve years before. A different time. The 
great wall was shrouded by a veil of mystery 
and awe. Hammering and hauling then, we 
fought our way upward, embattled prisoners of 
the vertical, seeking only escape. 

Those days saw for me the departure of youth, 
a turning toward "responsibility." The gear slow-
ly rusting in the closet while I directed myself 
into the job-security-family routine. On occasion 
I would take pause from my labors and let my 
mind carry me across the miles and years, back 
to a time when I was poised on the edge of my 
own reality. Although I never lost the vision, the 
years passed. "They" figured it was safely past 
and I was finished. They seemed to derive some 
pleasure from its removal, like that of a rival. I 
took up running, racquetball, took on a herd of 
cattle, a farm, and teaching math, too. They 
were pleased, but inside I was dying. Then in a 
few short months it all turned upside down and 
I had wrested free, losing it all but finding my-
self. Then a new relationship gave me the 
strength that the old one sought to deny me. 

So once again the long journey across the 
continent. But I couldn't cross the years so it 
was all new again. R.P.s, Rocks, Friends—the 
pitons continued to rust as I learned more about 
the new way. The old faces were gone, replaced 
by the parking lot dwellers who lived from the 
car by day and crashed a site by night. Most of 
the climbers were gone by July, and I knew 
better, but stayed anyway. 
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Graham Sanders, an easy going, hardclimbing 
21-year-old Australian was 18 years my junior. I 
had the gear, the plan, the experience, he the 
time and inclination. So we made a team. He 
showed a rare sensitivity to the history, position, 
and line of the route and shared my desire to 
climb the Triple Direct on El Capitan. No rivets, 
hooks, bashies here, but a real line with cracks 
and ledges, jams and friction pitches. 

I started up in my usual style—slow and care-
ful—then Graham led through in his usual 
style—fast and careful. We fixed three pitches 
then came down. Early the next day we sailed 
up the route until the sun got to me on top the 
Half Dollar. Suddenly I was burning, couldn't 
get my breath, out on my feet. What was I 
doing here? Was this what I had returned to 
find—heat exhaustion? We continued up to a 
mammoth terrace, Graham climbing with the 
bag and me in tow. Bad news streamed out of 
the bottom of the haul bag. Broken water bottle. 
Graham got us higher to another ledge and fixed 
a pitch higher. We settled down, rested, drank 
some water, but no amount seemed to help me. 
Graham had done most of the work to get us 
here as I just managed to follow in the heat. I 
felt badly about it, but he was gracious and 
understanding. So we talked and swapped stories 
and tried to figure out how we were going to get 
by the next three days with just two days' water. 

Somewhat rested, we started shortly after 
dawn. I led mine and he led his and slowly my 
self-confidence returned, and the vision started to 
clarify again. We gained height rapidly amongst 
the shaded corners and cracks. Graham led the 
steep, difficult pitch up to the start of the tra-
verse pitches. I went right on the bolts, then 
dropped for a short swing in the sun. Graham 
climbed down and further right, then up a long 
ramp. 

I knew it was going to be technically difficult 
and strenuous to follow such a long traverse, 
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the Harding Bolts, last pitch on 

the Triple Direct on El Capitan. 
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Graham Sanders leading 
out of the Alcove on the Triple Direct, 

El Capitan, last day of climb. 
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and the sun was already working its way on my 
dwindling energy level. We had taken no water 
that afternoon, hoping to conserve. By the time 
I joined Graham, I was in a bad way for some 
water. But it was in the bottom of the haul bag 
so I would just have to wait. By the time we 
reached Camp IV I was barely moving at all. 
However, the water was stuck in a crack 
seventy-five feet down and Graham, realizing he 
was the only one able to go down for it, turned 
without a word and slid from view. Mustering 
the last of my strength, I managed to haul the 
bag up to the ledge. After a brief rest and some 
water, Graham continued up and fixed the next 
pitch. He seemed tireless. Later, we sat and rest-
ed, drinking what each felt he must. We figured 
the worst was behind us now, and it was cooler 
up here, so twilight found us in higher spirits. 
We had grown closer in our ordeal, and I saw in 
Graham compassion and selflessness that did 
much to settle the feelings of inadequacy and 
disappointment I was having. He offered under-
standing and encouragement when I couldn't 
contribute my share to the effort. 

By nightfall I was able to take food for the 
first time in two days and our mood was chang-
ing to optimism. Our spirits were lifted and we 
laughed and talked late into the evening, as we 
periodically threw bread crumbs to the bats fly-
ing by. Our efforts had brought us a renewed 
commitment to the climb and to each other. It 
would be close with the water shortage, but we 
now felt we were going to make it okay. 

By morning I felt much stronger and led the 
Great Roof pitch with enthusiasm and energy. 
Graham came through and led the 5.10 Pancake 
Flake free as I tensely played out the rope. 
When he started aiding the upper part I relaxed 
and reached into the bag for some food. Graham 
suddenly appeared flying toward me in a terrify-
ing rush. Totally unprepared, I grabbed the rope 
above my head with my lead hand. He slammed 
into the rock thirty feet down, somewhat ar-
rested by my "perfect one-hand belay." He was 
shaken and his back bruised. A number three 
"bombproof" Rock had unexpectedly pulled. He 
regained his high point and continued to a 
stance. To enable him to rest his back and to 
make up for doing less than my share lower 
down, I asked to lead the rest of the morning 
and on into the afternoon. We were a team and I 
had something to contribute, too. 

The sun hit us as I climbed onto the ledges of 
Camp V and hauled the lightened bag. Above I 
headed up and right over some flakes back into 
the main dihedral. I was forty feet out with 
nothing in when I stopped to peer into the thin 
crack that was to be our path upward. A num-
ber one and two 0 R.P.s got me going up the 
airy crack. July on El Cap. The heat somewhat 
abated, but replaced by a totally penetrating 
silence. Twelve seconds, twelve years, what did 
it matter? For only this moment and the next 
few moments mattered. The past lost, the future 
awaiting discovery. I had come to this place 
with the vain hope of somehow making up for 
the lost years and had instead found I could 
finally go forward without looking back - seeking 
the future for its own sake. That pitch, with its 
insecure chocks and airy dryness, proved to be 
the vision I sought. 

By late afternoon, Graham was again fit and 
led us up to Triangle Ledge where it turned out 
a small bottle of water had been left by someone 
with just our situation in mind. We wouldn't 
have an excess, but it would do. Rummaging 
deep down behind the ledge, we found a partially 
full bottle that said "Bugs McKeith" on it. I 
knew Bugs then, 1971, and it felt very strange 
indeed to be helped by a friend several years 
after his death. That evening was passed, on our 
little ledge twenty-five hundred feet above the 
valley, with a great feeling of satisfaction and 
relief. Tomorrow would see the culmination of 
the efforts of two strangers tied by a bond only 
achieved through the most stressful and difficult 
circumstances. 

In the cool shadows of morning, we climbed 
up the great dihedral, overcoming difficulties 
with quiet confidence gained through our com-
mon experience. By noon, Graham was headed 
toward the bottom of the last pitch—the summit 
bolts. Then I jumared up out of the alcove I 
had belayed from and onto the vertical wall 
above. Here the brilliance of the sky and rock, 
along with our spectacular position and friend-
ship fused together to produce an upwelling of 
happiness and joy within me. What a wonderful 
moment. I led upward on Harding's bolts, a fit-
ting reminder of the inspiration he had been to-
me over the years. I savored that pitch and all 
too soon it was over and we were up. Our efforts 
rewarded in ways we could not fully comprehend 
or hope to understand. El 
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Conns Receive Interior Award 
Herb and Jan Conn of Custer, South Dakota, who 

have spent many years exploring and mapping Jewel 
Cave, recently received the highest award the Depart-
ment of the Interior can confer on private citizens. 

Interior Secretary Don Hodel presented the Conserva-
tion Service Award to the Conns in Washington. It's 
given to individuals or groups who perform "outstand-
ing and direct service of national significance to the de-
partment in the field of conservation." 

Jewel Cave, west of Custer, has been a national mon-
ument since 1908, but only about two miles had been 
explored and mapped when the Conns first entered the 
cave September 26, 1959. The Conns donated some 
13,000 hours of volunteer time to the National Park 
Service. When they stopped regular exploration trips in 
1980, the cave's mileage stood at 63.68. To date, 71.30 
miles have been explored, making Jewel Cave the sec-
ond longest (Mammoth Cave is the longest) in the 
United States and fourth longest cave in the world. 

The Conns were avid rock climbers in the 50's and 
60's who started their climbing careers on the rocks 
above the Potomac near Washington, D.C. They made 
significant routes in The Shawangunks and Seneca 
Rocks before moving to South Dakota where they 
established several routes on The Needles, in the Black 
Hills of South Dakota. 

Peak Names for Ansel Adams 
The U.S. Board of Geographic Names voted unani-

mously in February to name Peak 11,900+ in Yosemite 
National Park "Mount Ansel Adams" in honor of the 
famed nature photographer. Adams, who climbed the 
peak in 1921, died in April, 1984. 

Rocky Mountain High 
A new kind of "Rocky Mountain High" was experi-

enced by a Missouri man who assaulted his hunting 
companions while on a trip in the Rockies earlier this 
year. It seems that this otherwise normal man started 
his bizarre behavior after taking over 100 "Hold" cough 
drops. The judge did not charge the man after it was 
determined that his condition was a result of his taking 
this large dose of cough drops combined with the 
11,000-foot altitude. The lozenges contained Dextro- 
methorphan. —AP, Denver, Feb. 9  

Volunteer Vacations 
Could you help restore a historic building in GranQ 

Teton National Park in Wyoming? Could you help plant 
trees in Georgia's Chattahoochee National Forest? These 
and other useful outdoor jobs are available to volun-
teers who can spend some of their vacation time in 
helping maintain our nation's parks and forests. 

A directory called "Helping Out in the Outdoors" lists 
hundreds of interesting volunteer opportunities in 28 
states. Most needed are campground hosts, trail work-
ers, and backcountry patrollers. Other positions include 
historical researchers, artists, fire lookouts, river raft 
patrols, wildlife observers, photographers, writers, office 
workers—and on and on. A copy of the current issue of 
the directory is $3.00 postpaid from "Helping Out in the 
Outdoors," P.O. Box 2514-U, Lynwood, WA 98036. 

Fiction Stories Wanted 
A group of Central New York climbers is currently 

seeking short articles on climbing fiction for a book. The 
editors hope to both serve and stimulate writers of 
climbing fiction with this endeavor. They are seeking 
serious, fictional, short stories which use climbing 
themes, characterizations and plots. 

For further information write to Jim Vermeulen, P.O. 
Box 561, Syracuse, New York 13201. 

Permission Granted to Visit Mt. Kailas 
Mountain Travel has received permission from the 

Peoples Republic of China for an overland expedition to 
legendary Mt. Kailas, the holy mountain of Western 
Tibet. No other Americans have ever visited this 
region, which was explored in the past by Sven Hedin 
and Giuseppi Tucci. 

The trip will take place from September 22 to 
October 29, 1985. Mt. Kailas is the 19,910-foot peak 
revered alike by Hindus and Tibetan Buddhists. The 
Kailas region is, in fact, the source of four great rivers: 
Indus, Brahmaputra, Sutlej and Karnali. 

WmnterThawk SpecIa[s 
BOOTS: 

Hummingbird XP's, Sizes 21/2.101/2  $45.00 
EB Maestrias: Sizes 38-46 $45.00 

FALLS CAN BE CATCHING 

Wild Things Air Voyager: Short $5.95 6 for $27.00 
Long $6.95 6 for $38.25 

DMM SHOCK TAPES: 131/2  in. $4.90 6 for $27.00 

After full use, climber has a 4000 lb. reuseable sling. 

All prices are postpaid. 

WI NTER HAWK 
206 FIELDS CLIFF • WHITESBURG, KENTUCKY 41858 
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ABOVE: Ruins of Rongbuk Monastery at foot of Mount 
Everest from whence, on dawn's sunbeam, Avalokites-
vara, patron saint of Everest, rode first ascent. 

; 

1t 

RIGHT: Summit and North Face of Everest. 

ULT1MA TI1ULE CX'PE!biTi0N 77  
By Michael Wiedman 

In eons past, Avalokitesvara 
Patron Saint of Everest 
and Buddha of Compassion, 
jousted with the Devil for the summit 
and rode dawn's sunbeam in first ascent. 

Where are they now 
our two strongest, 
passing Mallory's shade 
on the Second Step? 

No radio communication 
for three days now, 
after three months 
of crackle and banter. 

Last contact from Camp Six 
shrieked of winds 
that rent the tent ashred. 
But no further sounds since. 

Late morning classic plume. 
They should be on the ridge 
or snows of the summit pyramid 
reaching, reaching a bit higher. 

They seek the touch of substance, 
no tricks of hedge, option of pass. 
We look on for their final cling 
not their thoughtless leap. 

Where are they now  

as we watch for a sign, 
a track, a flash that tells 
where we too, are now. 

At the step in the clouds 
with Mallory o 'erwatching, 
they had heart, but not time 
to go on and return alive. 

In eons present, Avalokitesvara 
teaches Everest's higher lesson: 
Compassion, 
in judging our failures 
and our fellows' successes 
where the earth meets the sky, 
Ultima Thule. 

Communication was reestablished when Tom 
Fitzsimmons and Gregg Thompson returned 
from 28,200 feet on the northeast ridge of Mount 
Everest, May 20, 1984, at the high point of the 
American Ultima Thule Mount Everest Expedi-
tion. Dr. Michael Wiedman was the high altitude 
physician for the expedition. 
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Michael Wiedman, M.D., high altitude 
physician, American Mount Everest Ultima 

Thule Expedition. Photos by the Author. 
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SUMMIT REC-71STERS 

"The Moving Finger writes, and, having writ / 
moves on." -0. Khayyam 

Whether via ancient Indian petroglyphs 
pecked into varnished basalt, pioneer signatures 
scratched into sandstone, or spray paint on a 
neighborhood wall, travelers delight in signifying 
their passage through this world. The Sen 
Indians of Mexico drew unique picture-auto-
graphs in the sand so others could recognize and 
follow their routes. On the other extreme, some 
men of power and vanity gloatingly memoralize 
their passage with grandiose, Ozymandias-like 
scars. 

Our tradition of summit registers is in be-
tween. We wish to add a lingering, a mark, a 
permanence to our journey - an announcement 
that "I passed by here." We hie ourselves to the 
highest promontory, survey the landscape, and 
for our labors want to sign the honor roll. Fortu-
nately for the scenery, most of us stop short of 
paint, pick, or pyramid. 

What underlies this ritual, anyway? 
Early native Americans might offer a signa-

ture arrow; or miners, a paper scrap in a tobacco 
tin; or rash sourdoughs, a flag pole. 

Whether this impulse derives from "I claim 
this land in the name of. . ." or from "If you 
lazy flatlanders don't believe me, here's proof," 
the pronouncement validates their effort. 

Contemporary first ascents are recorded and 
publicized in the media (though I'm confused 
why climbing victories don't appear with the 
sports news). Mountaineering periodicals report 
and acclaim; club bulletins list and congratulate. 
Major expeditions have press agents and camera-
men. Guidebooks honor route pioneers. Climbing 
hut ledgers chronicle generations of alpinists. 

Major modern first ascents and routes obvi-
ously don't rely on registers. But, like steps up 
steep snow, when available most of us use 
summit registers. 
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Even nonchalant hikers may feel a sense of 
participating in history. The ten thousandth as-
cendant of Sneffels can leave his mark alongside 
the pioneer climbers. 

And, too, there's a vague notion that someone 
banks all of these sign-ins into a file vault where 
they're held for posterity. This is seldom true. 
Even if a formally placed book finds its way 
back home, it usually molds into oblivion. For 
an entertaining day, call club and chapter offic-
ials around the country and ask, "What becomes 
of material in your summit registers?" It's like 
asking what becomes of soap bubbles or belly 
lent. 

If a government agency wants user informa-
tion, it will usually gather a controlled sampling 
at the trailhead, on official forms, covering a 
specified time period, funded by a one-time bud-
get, for a special purpose. 

Few clubs have space to cache register grist. 
Even if they do, do you know of anyone who 
files, transcribes, or collates the material into 
some meaningful form? 

In situ, these entries do form a rich folklore of 
mountain literature. The discovery in the Cali-
fornia Sierras of a register placed and signed by 
Norman Clyde "made" my day: "First ascent. 
6/24/1926. Norman Clyde. Solo." And reading 
that Galen Rowell signed into Mount Sill just 
hours before I did gave me contact with the big 
leagues; it let me touch history and fame all at 
once. That he came up the face in "tennies" 
while I slogged up the tourist route didn't dilute 
my pleasure. My name was in the history book! 

Even among "mortals," these entries consti-
tute conversation pieces. We share information: 
"trail out along upper Pixie Creek," "5-mountain 
goats seen on southwest ridge," "October 9. 
Snow. Indian Summer over." We emote: "Lord, 
take me now, so I don't have to walk down to 
the car." We joke: "What needs a backpack as 
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well as a trunk? Kelty Elephant." We meet new 
people: "Hey, these Turners live in Buena Vista, 
too. Over on the creek. Maybe they'd like to try 
Huron next month." And, registers remind us 
that even in solitude we aren't quite alone. 
Others have visted Tyndall "on a cold, windy 
day" and were treated to a "great view" after a 
"tough climb." 

Signing is in and of itself a symbolic act, a 
task completed. Fire the cannon! Free the bal-
loons! We made it! We celebrate and commemo-
rate the personal races and private victories 
which goad us out of the easy chair. We sign the 
canvas of our achievement. 

Finally, the register is a subtle and more infor-
mative alternative to grafitti. What would 
Mount Whitney look like if fifty people a day 
sprayed or etched their John Muir on the 
summit rocks! Restroom wallpaper. 

But what should we do with these registra-
tions? 

If we do not need to save the information, 
then simpler, non-intrustive alternatives abound. 
We can surmount, celebrate, and descend with-
out trying to remember the date or to compose 
witty ditty. 

One Wyoming mountaineer refuses to sign the 
log; he even refuses to set foot on the actual 
summit, mumbling about "desecration" and 
"leaving something to look forward to." 

We could promote writing our messages on the 
wind. Or perhaps, encourage touching or kissing 
the summit stone. We're talking minimum 
impact. 

A chalk board would be nice. We could write 
to heart's contentment and the next party could 
erase our yammerings, unless, of course, Mother 
Nature took offense and erased them first. 

Taking photos is a nice non-effect. We can 
click away on seventeen poses and maybe add a 
benchmark shot for authenticity. We could even  

wave flags, as Everest visitors do. 

These rites would neither desecrate the summit 
itself nor generate confetti. Indeed, they might 
remind us of a line in Jeremiah Johnson, "You 
can't keep the mountain, Pilgrim." When we do 
a peak, it is unchanged; we are changed; we 
have "done" ourselves. 

A hokey, Hollywood step would be to erect 
title boards for our photos, so people could 
slouch or swell under "Survivors of the Bound-
ary Peak Climb. Elevation 13,140." The memor-
ial crosses atop Pico Orizaba constitute a more 
celestial, if morbid, background. 

If, on the other hand, this register information 
is worth saving, then we need to improve our 
record collecting and keeping system. 

First, the boxes themselves would need mod-
ernization. The Sierra Club's lidded, cast-metal 
vaults, the Southern Arizona Hiking Club's 
ammo cans, and the Colorado Mountain Club's 
plastic tubes have served ingeniously and faith-
fully, but new designs of new materials with 
better anchors would be appropriate. In corol-
lary, standardized ledger books with weather-
proof paper and ever-write pens should be de-
vised and provided. 

Second, we would need a collection procedure. 
A last signer needs a place to send the material 
and to get a new autograph book. All of this 
implies a repository and an archivist. Who? 
Where? Funded by? 

Third, maybe a coupon book would work. We 
fill out the stub and take a momento coupon. 
"You are the three-thousand-four-hundred-ninety-
seventh person to visit this peak. Congratula-
tions!" 

And since this is the age of computers and 
pasturized, I mean processed, information, the 
real solution may be solar powered, remote trans-
mitting terminals ready to document our pres-
ence and notify a distant memory bank, the 
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Sierra Club Register. Colorado Mountain Club Register. 

Official Center for Summit Registration, U.S. 
Department of the Exterior. Runners have such 
a computerized clearing house; why not climb-
ers? Less exotic, but more adaptable, might be 
pre-addressed, computer-legible information cards 
to be filled out and mailed in later. At any rate, 
researchers and historians would have modern 
material, though they would need to cope with 
the information disconformity eroded by decades 
of loss and with transposing existing logs. Later, 
they could wrestle with the problems of publica- OU 

or 

tion and access. . . if anyone cares. Probably 
mountaineering is best told by individual tales of 
plot and philosophy, not massed statistics, p 
anyway. 

Oh heck. Next time atop Baboquivari, I think 
I'll just face the setting sun and yell into the 
wind, "Paso por aqui!" LII 
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WEIGHT TRAINING from page 13 

vince any climber to institute immediate aerobic 
activity. 

Sets and Reps 
Before beginning any training program, con-

suit a physician (preferably one knowledgeable 
about athletes). This is not dumb or wimpy. It 
is smart. This article does not replace a qualified 
sports trainer. By finding one, your time spent 
at the gym will be made optimally beneficial. 
Train on well-maintained, bio-mechanically cor-
rect equipment. For this application, I will refer 
to weight training as the use of both free 
weights and machines. Free weights will always 
have the decisive advantage over exercise ma-
'hines. For athletes in particular, there is no bet-
ter way to achieve complete dimensional stress 
of the separate components of the muscular sys-
tem and its mechanics. This proves mandatory 
for the climber whose range of muscular move-
ments have infinite variety. Free weight training 
has simplicity and versatility lacking with ma-
chines, and remains the unquestionable choice of 
serious athletes. 

The number of sets and repetitions dictate the 
correct amount of weight used for each person. 
The last repetition of every set should coincide 
with what is termed "concentric momentary 
muscular failure." That means it should be phys-
ically impossible to do more than 12 in the ex-
ample of 3/10-12, on the first set. As muscular 
fatigue increases, your ability to attain 12 (in the 
above example), diminshes. Thus, by your last 
set (3, in the same example)—perhaps you could 
only do 10 repetitions. . .(a la = '10-12'). Once 
you are capable of completing all sets with the 
highest repetition number (12), then the weight 
must be increased. Keep challenging yourself 
with heavier weights, for this is the only way to 
sufficiently overload your muscles —strength 
being the by-product of this overload principle. 

I suggest different programs for off- and 
on-season training. The off-season is to be 
utilized as a strength building phase, setting the 
foundation for the on-season period when train-
ing is oriented toward maintenance of strength 
and perhaps concentrating on muscular endur-
ance. The following outlines specific programs for 
each season. When doing the off-season routine, 
complete all sets of a given exercise before mov-
ing on to the next. In the on-season routine, 
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move directly from one exercise to the next with 
as little rest as possible. 

OFF-SEASON WEIGHT-TRAINING EXERCISES 
for Mountaineering 

Days 1 and 4 

Start: 
Crunches 
Folds or bent-leg raises 
Elbow-to-knee crunches 

Stop. Rest, go back to start. Do circuit 2-3 times at 15-25 
repetitions each. 
Limit rest between sets to 30 seconds. 
**Breahaway set = after reaching muscular failure with 
weight, strip all weight off and continue to muscular failure 
at body weight. 

ON-SEASON WEIGHT-TRAINING EXERCISES 
for Mountaineering 

Perform circuit-type = 13-15 repetitions each unless other-
wise indicated. Perform 2-3 times per week on non-consecu-
tive days. 

Start: 

Step-ups 
Powercleans 
Crunches -- 25 reps 
Pull-ups 
Dips 
Leg raises -- 25 reps 
Seated press 
Dumbbell triceps extension 
Elbow-to-knee crunches 
Barbell curls 
Leg curls 
Good mornings 

Stop. Rest 2 minutes, go again. Do this 2-4 X 

Back squats Thighs 4/8-10 
Lunges Thighs 3/12-15 
Step-ups Thighs 3/12-15 
Leg curls Rear thigh 4/8-10 Last set "descending" 
Standing calf raises Calves 12-15 Superset 4 x 
Seated calf raises Calves 8-10 Superset 4 x 
Good mornings Lower back 3/10 
*Go to abdominal circuit* 

Days 2 and 5 
Powercleans Overall 3/10-12 
Top deadlifts Back 3/6-8 
Pull-ups Back 4/8-10 Last set "breakaway " 

Dips Chest 4/8-10 Last set "Breakaway"** 
Bench or incline press Chest 3/10-12 
Seated press Shoulders 3/10-12 
Lying triceps extension Triceps 4/8-10 Last set "descending" 
Barbell curls Biceps 4/8-10 Last set "descending" 
Wrist curls Forearms 10-12 Superset 4 x 
Reverse wrist curls Forearms 12-15 Superset 4 x 
*Go  to abdominal circuit* 

Days 3, 6 & 7 
Off from weights - rest/climbing days 

ABDOMINAL CIRCUIT 



ABOVE: Start, the powerclean. BELOW: Explosive phase. 

BELOW: Top position, the "catchy" powerclean. 



Bottom position, Dumbell flyes. 

Lunges. 

Start, Dumbell flyes. 

In Ending—At times the mystical, almost 
magical world of climbing is so emotionally en-
capsulating, we often shrug off with relative ease 
the real dimension of danger which coexists with 
the mountains. Climbing is a sport, yet it's un-
supervised, limitless field of play remains the 
most serious of all. Athletes in controlled sports 
train indefatigably. It is near the neighborhood 
of black irony that climbers come in. The ones 
with the greatest risk potential (their lives), 
seem at times, almost prideful in their lack of 
training. 

The mountains confront each individual at his 
or her ability. It rests with the alpinist to meet 
that confrontation with preparedness in mind 
and body—or be at the mercy of it. Dedication 
to goals results in motivation. Through the 
avenues of daily training, this dedication ignites 
in enthusiasm, and the beauty of the mountains 
sparkle in a never ending response. By strength-
ening your muscles, you strengthen your ability, 
your mind and your spirit. El 

Steve Jig is a sports trainer at Farentinos Gym in Boulder, Colorado, 
where he also operates his own climbing instruction service. His vertical 
exploits include mountains, ice and rock in all parts of the United States 
and Canada. Further inquiries can be directed to Steve, c/o Farentinos 
Gym, 693 S. Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303. (303) 499-2008. Seminars and 
lectures are available for interested groups. 
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ThE CRESTONE PCAkS  Of coLoRAto 
Text and Photo by David Mazel 

As a group, Colorado's Crestone Peaks stand, 
arguably, as the most challenging cluster of 
14,000-foot summits in the state. True, they do 
not put forth any single face as imposing as 
Longs Peak's Diamond, but then neither do they 
contain any backside walking trails to their tops. 
On the Crestones, virtually all approaches are 
guarded by steep walls and ridges. There is at 
least one class 3-4 route up each of the peaks, 
but such lines are a definite minority, and must 
be followed with care to avoid getting onto more 
serious terrain. 

The rock is rather unusual, a coarse conglom-
erate that is generally sound and presents the 
climber with myriad handholds in the form of 
rounded pebbles sticking out of the conglomerate 
mix. Face climbing is thus relatively easy, with 
two caveats: First, the rock has little tendency 
to cleave into cracks, so protection is almost 
non-existent. Second, the most tempting, appar-
ently bombproof holds are those that protrude 
the furthest out of the conglomerate matrix, and 
are thus the ones most likely to break off under 
stress. As mountains go, the Crestones are 
dangerous. The routes are complex, and it is 
easy to get lost in poor weather. Retreating from 
any of the steeper routes can be particularly dif-
ficult because the rock provides few natural rap-
pel anchors. In 1982, six climbers died on the 
peaks in separate incidents. 

The three main summits of the massif are 
14,294-foot Crestone Peak, 14,197-foot Crestone 
Needle, and triple-peaked 14,165-foot Kit Carson 
Mountain. Nearby, Humboldt Peak also stands 
above 14,000 feet, but is a gently contoured hulk 
that seems out of place beside the others. Pico 
Asilado (13,611 feet) and Broken Hand Peak 
(13,573 feet), though lower, are more rugged 
neighbors and fine climbs in their own right. 

My introduction to this impressive group was 
a climb of the Needle. Dan Yoder and I had set 
off one early June afternoon up the canyon of 
Cottonwood Creek, hell-bent on climbing some-
thing, on climbing anything after a long, uneasy 
layoff from the hills. Our trail, a rather nebulous 
track from the start, soon began to peter out 
among blow-down timber and canyon-girdling 
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cliff bands. After passing a series of spectacular 
waterfalls, it was lost entirely beneath spring 
snow, and it was nearly sundown before we 
completed the 4,000-foot grind up to 12,300-foot 
Cottonwood Lake. Directly above us loomed the 
contorted south face of the Needle, its sheerest 
part rising about 1,500 feet in swooping cliffs. 
According to the little information we had, this 
was the 'easy' side of the mountain; nonetheless, 
it looked challenging. We pieced together a route 
as darkness shivered across the lake. 

The morning was clear and not particularly 
cold, but the wind was sharp and insistent. Our 
chosen line lay up a prominent arete that shot 
northeastward almost directly to the summit. As 
expected, the climbing was moderate, with pro-
tection hard to come by. Those spots where we 
could place a nut or sling loop over a flake were 
generally so far apart that we wound up using 
them for belays. Higher, the arete narrowed, and 
we obtained a little more security by weaving 
upward between protruding blocks. On the more 
delicate stretches the wind was our chief afflic-
tion; I remember starting up many a pitch hop-
ing I'd be able to negotiate the small holds with 
my mittens on, only to arrive at the belay with 
numbed, bare fingers, mittens between my teeth. 

The climbing went quickly. After an hour and 
a half, when we were just a few hundred feet shy 
of the top, our knife-edge ridge suddenly disap-
peared; we'd run smack into a deep, slot-like gap 
that was little more than a chimney with only 
two walls instead of three. With a 50-meter rope 
we might have been able to rappel to the bottom 
of the notch and continue up the far side. But 
when we lowered our 120-foot line it came no-
where near the bottom; peering down, we saw no 
place to safely anchor a second rappel. After 
cracking a few jokes about Tyrolean traverses, 
we backed down our route a few rope lengths, 
then traversed left across an exposed face and 
climbed into a shallow, half-hearted crack sys-
tern. The next three pitches proved to be the 
most serious of the climb—moderate, but sus-
tained fifth class. Fortunately, occasional flakes 
provided a modicum of protection. Increasingly 
easy climbing followed, across a bulging crest 
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The 1500-foot south face of Crestone Needle. 

that looked at first like unconsolidated, bouldery 
mud but was in fact quite sound. The summit 
was then just a short walk away. 

It had been, we agreed, a fine, satisfying as-
cent—all the more so since we'd done it im-
promptu, working things out as we went along, 
without benefit of guidebook or previous advice. 
The wind harried us as we ran and glissaded 
down the snow-filled chutes of the voie normale; 
before sundown we were back home in Alamosa. 

Later that summer, my wife Annie and I had 
our eyes on Kit Carson. Our approach was the 
scenic trail that leads to gem-like Willow Lake, 
where we passed the night beneath somber 
clouds. Next morning, the sky was still leaden; 
we worked up the valley of Willow Creek, 
looking for a reasonable breach in the wide 
northeastern facade of "Old Triple Top." The 
break we sought turned out to be an icy couloir 
that dropped down from the notch between Kit 
Carson's central (highest) and eastern peaks. As-
cending into glowering clouds, we saw curtains 
of precipitation closing in from the north. But 
we heard no thunder, and kept on. Not until we 
clambered over a cornice into the notch—from 
where the summit appeared to be only perhaps 
fifteen minutes away in the gloom - did we hear 
the first peal of thunder, rolling away in the dis- 

tance. Should we stay, or should we go? A loud, 
cracking boom and flash answered the question 
for us; we abandoned the ridge and descended a 
few yards to where we hoped to wait out the 
storm in safety. Streamers of cloud crept around 
the outlying pillars of nearby Crestone Peak, and 
the thunder gathered strength, shaking hail, then 
snow out of the dismal sky. Below, the world 
was lost in mist; we felt precariously suspended 
above an abyss. The cliffs all around were soon 
neatly decked out with white lacework as the 
flakes collected on ledges. Two, or three, or four 
(?) hours later, wet and shivering and hunched 
down in six inches of grainy new snow, we gave 
up the waiting game. It was just as well; the 
storm showed no sign of relenting as we de-
scended. Back in our camp late in the afternoon, 
a backpacker was glad to see us; that morning 
he'd watched us disappear into the clouds, then 
had watched for our return, fretting away those 
hours we'd spent waiting in the squall. We 
thanked him for his concern, then excused our-
selves and set about cooking up a pot of steam-
ing broth. The soup did not entirely chase off 
our chills, and we were in our sleeping bags well 
before it started to get dark. The hike out could 
wait until morning. As for the summit, well, 
gaining it would just be that much sweeter on 
the second try. El 
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MT. MC KINLEY CLIMBER'S HANDBOOK. By Glenn 
Randall. Published by Genet Expeditions, Talkeetna, 
Alaska 99676. Paperback. $12.50 postpaid. 

Mt. McKinley Climber's Guide has been published as 
an informational source for folks who participate in 
Genet Expeditions up Mt. McKinley. However, it is 
much more than this. It contains a wealth of informa-
tion, not only for the individual who wants to climb 
with a guided expedition, but it is also highly recom-
mended for experienced climbers who want to climb 
McKinley on their own. 

There are chapters on conditioning for climbing 
McKinley (or any other high mountain), food prepara-
tion, equipment, personal equipment, weather conditions 
to prepare for on McKinley, problems one might expect 
from high altitude, and much more. 

The chapters are short, yet packed with information, 
written in a very readable form. A chapter on "Do You 
Need a Guide" gives the pros and cons of climbing with 
or without a guide. Randall writes "Two kinds of climb-
ers should consider hiring a guide. The first is the be-
ginner who wants to climb McKinley but who doesn't 
want to endure the long years of apprenticeship on less-
er peaks that climbing McKinley safely requires. The 
second is the experienced climber who lacks local knowl-
edge, who lacks a partner, or who is willing to pay for 
the convenience of having the guides organize the 
equipment and pack the food." 

Mt. McKinley Climber's Handook is not intended to 
replace a climbing manual nor experience. For experi-
enced climbers, it gives information on what to expect 
when climbing McKinley in the way of glacier travel 
(always stay roped—the crevasses are wide and deep), 
weather, preparation of food for an extended climb 
which will provide the essential calories (cold weather 
and strenuous activity means climbers need 4,500 to 
6,000 calories per person per day); photography tips for 
high altitude and extremes in temperature. 

A chapter is devoted to the climb of the West But-
tress which is the most popular route on the mountain. 
Another chapter mentions other routes on the mountain 
with shorter descriptions, and recommends additional 
reading such as articles in the American Alpine 
Journals, Canadian Alpine Journals, as well as early is-
sues of The Mountain World published from 1953 to 
1969. 

If opting for a guide service, there are six guide 
services authorized by the National Park Service to 
operate in Alaska. They are listed in the appendices, as 
well as a list of the glacier pilots available, mountaineer-
ing stores, and places to stay in Talkeetna. There is 
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also a list of suggested material for reading. 
This is a book anyone considering climbing Mt. 

McKinley for the first time will find very helpful. Genet 
Expeditions plan to keep this Handbook updated, so it 
will provide a useful service to future climbers. 

AMERICAN ALPINE JOURNAL, 1984. Edited by H. 
Adams Carter. Published by the American Alpine Club, 
New York. 

The American Alpine Club, as usual, has done a re-
markable job of recording notable ascents and reporting 
climbs made throughout the world. Since China opened 
her doors to climbing, there has been an increase of in-
terest in this area. After the unsuccessful American at-
tempt on the Kangshung Face of Everest in 1981, a 
group, many of the same climbers from 1981, made a 
successful ascent in 1983, putting six climbers on the 
summit. James D. Morrissey writes of this—the lead 
article in this issue of the American Alpine Journal. 
Galen Rowell writes of an attempt on Everest's West 
Face from Tibet. Besides the several articles on climbs 
of high peaks, mostly outside of the U.S., Richard 
Wilson evaluates stoves for expedition use from infor-
mation received from several expedition climbers. A 
thoughtful article by David Kozak, "The Unclimbable 
Summits?" Some climbers apparently feel it is fair game 
to ignore the "No Climbing" edict for the Four Corners 
area of the desert, home of the Navajo. We are glad to 
know that this article does not condone this practice of 
ignoring the rights and feelings of the Navajo people. 

The last half of the Journal is devoted to climbs and 
expeditions of 1983 all over the world, memorials, 
and reviews. An excellent publication. 

ASCENT: The Mountaineering Experience in Word and 
hnage. Edited by Steve Roper and Allen Steck. Pub-
lished by Sierra Club Books, San Francisco 94119. Cloth, 
192 pages. 81/2  x 11, $25 plus $4.50 postage & handling. 

Ascent first appeared in mountaineering literature 
back in 1967 as a journal. It was widely acclaimed as a 
beautiful and literate work. It came out each year for a 
while and then a year or more elapsed. In 1980, it came 
out as a 272-page book with a paper cover, dedicated to 
portraying "the mountaineering experience in word and 
image." Now, in 1984, Ascent is published as a hard-
bound book, with plans to continue on a four-year cycle. 
Ascent features both fiction and non-fiction writing. Still 
written in the same lively and literate form, it really 
does portray "the mountaineering experience in word 
and image." Ed Webster writes of rockclimbing in the 
Black Canyon of the Gunnison; Hank Levine presents a 



colorful feature of bouldering images; another colorful 
insert is "On and Around Denali" with excellent photog-
raphy by several well-known photographers. Have you 
thought of going to Patagonia to climb any of the Paine 
Towers? Better read Bobby Knight's nightmarish ac-
count of an ascent he and Alan Kearney made of the 
Central Tower. 

There are twenty articles in Ascent: The Mountain-
eering Experience in Word and Image, illustrated with 
drawings or pictures. You will find hours of enjoyable 
reading in these pages. 

OLYMPIC MOUNTAIN TRAIL GUIDE, NATIONAL 
PARK AND NATIONAL FOREST by Robert L. Wood. 
Published by Mountain Books, Seattle. 320 pages, 51/2  x 
81/2, photos and maps, paperback, $9.95. 

The Olympic Mountains comprise nearly one half of 
the 6,500 square miles of the Olympic Peninsula, and 
annually lure hikers from all across the country. With-
in this vast territory there are nearly 900 miles of safe 
trails with moderate grades. "The Olympics," as Wood 
describes them, "are trail country. Beginning at various 
points on the spur roads, the paths follow the river val-
leys through virgin forests climb the foothills and 
ridges, then traverse meadowland to the barren rock, 
snow and ice of the higher peaks and ridges." 

The Olympic Mountains Trail Guide is the only com-
prehensive, full detailed guide to all the trails in the 
Olympics. It covers both the Park and National Forest 
and includes not only the main trunk or arterial trails 
and connecting paths, but also the numerous nature and 
way trails. The text includes scenic highlights and 
points of interest as well as mileages and elevation in-
formation. 

Wood has hiked every trail in the book and shares his 
intimate knowledge: he tells where the best (and worst) 
campsites are to be found, gives ample warning of par-
ticularly rugged stretches or trail hazards. Although 
Olympic Mountains Trail Guide is primarly just that—a 
trail guide—the author has included an appendix called 
"Beyond the Trails," which as he puts it "to give the 
hiker a concept of what lies beyond the trails." He in-
cludes four cross-country routes, including the popular 
Bailey Range Traverse; secondly, descriptions of six 
climbs that vary in degree of difficulty, ending with the 
ascent of Mount Olympus. 

STEPHENSON'S WARM LITE TENTS AND BAGS 

When you want ruggedness and reliability, you'll want a 
STEPHENSON Warmlite Tent, the original and still most storm 
resistant round top tent. 

STEPHENSON'S ultralight and compact COMPLETE sleeping 
systems from $225. Absolutely stormproof, light but roomy tents 
from 2-man at 2 lbs., $280 to 6-man at 5 lbs., $500. 

Send $3 for complete catalog to: 
STEPHENSON, RFD 4, Box 145, Gilford, N.H. 03246 

BITTERROOT TO BEARTOOTH: Hiking Southwest 
Montana. By Ruth Rudner, Sierra Club Books, P.O. Box 
3886, Rincon Annex, San Francisco 94119. 288 pages, 
4-3/8 x 6-1/8. 20 maps. Paperback. $10.95 [plus $2.50 
postage & handling]. 

Bitterroot to Beartooth: Hiking Southwest Montana is 
a new Sierra Club Totebook. It covers the picturesque 
high country that extends from the edge of the 
Montana plains, north to the continental divide, west to 
Idaho and south to Yellowstone. This is the only avail-
able hiking guide to this pristine wilderness. 

This totebook is divided into two parts. Part I de-
scribes the area, the wildlife, environmental issues, the 
plants, etc. Probably one of the greatest problems one 
would encounter in this area is the bear—both the Griz-
zly and the Black Bear live here—and Rudner gives 
some suggestions for coping with bears. Also giardia, an 
intestinal disease caused by a cyst ingested from fecally 
contaminated water, is a problem in this area—as seems 
to be the problem in many, if not all, of the back-
country areas today. 

Part II describes over 100 trails in 21 wilderness 
areas. For each wilderness area, the author provides 
such information as elevation, vegetation, water avail-
ability, fish and wildlife, best hiking season, nearest 
supply points, regulations, etc. There are 20 maps tc 
further enhance the material. 
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MitJNKI)t ROCII( 
Text by Stanley Holmes 

Midnight Rock is perched high above the 
steep, rocky Tumwater Canyon on the east side 
of the Stevens Pass Highway. It is one of the 
premier cliffs in Washington state. From its airy 
and remote position, it evokes a strange curios-
ity, a mysteriousness, which amplifies more as 
one continues to gaze from the summit of the 
lower Castle Rock. 

As one drives east into the idyllic bavarian 
town of Leavenworth, Midnight cannot be seen 
from the road. Tourists stop and gawk at the 
climbers on the more conventional peak-shaped 
Castle Rock. Midnight is a climber's cliff. 

And for good reason. Its attraction is based 
on its Yosemite-tough granite, its airy, remote 
location, and a reputation for fierce cracks. No-
where in the Leavenworth area is the rock climb-
ing more sustained and difficult. And nowhere 
in Washington is an approach hike to a climbing 
area more strenuous, more dusty and more 
unrewarding. 

It is classic Washington climbing: arduous 
approaches and dynamite routes. Twenty-four 
routes weave and meander through the dihedrals 
and crack systems. Of those twenty-four, sixteen 
are rated 5.10 or harder, three are solid 5.11, and 
two push the realm of 5.12. On the other side of 
the spectrum, there are eight routes hovering in 
the 5.7 to 5.9 range. 

The cliff is compact. Most routes don't exceed 
two hundred fifty feet in length. What it lacks in 
vertical mileage, it makes up in steepness and 
difficulty. Moves are sustained and strenuous, 
offering one hundred fifty feet of absorbing 
climbing. The routes are usually completed in 
two pitches. Because of its rather distasteful ap-
proach and serious reputation, Midnight has 
historically been the playground of hardcore 
climbers. 

As in the case with just about any cliff, peak 
or mountain in Washington, Fred Beckey was  

first to eye its potential. Thus, the first high 
quality routes were put up by Beckey and 
friends. Following tradition at that time, these 
lines felt the deafening blow of pitons and re-
mained aid climbs until the late sixties. 

Then came a group of tigers led by the late 
Jim Madsen (of Yosemite fame). These hungry 
men eliminated Beckey's aid routes and began 
Midnight's tradition as a cliff for free climbing. 
Since that time, other than an odd aid move, no 
new aid climbs have been established on the 
wall. 

Madsen, of course, was the most prolific free 
climber of this late sixties' group. Routes of 
superb quality like Easter Overhang, Black 
Widow, Yellowbird, and The Flame went free. 
These climbs are classic jam cracks (except for 
Yellowbird). They are steep to overhanging, 
meaty hand-jams to chimney-size off-widths on 
solid granite. Plus, the steepness of the valley 
makes these routes airy and exposed. 

Yellowbird is an altogether unique climb for 
the area. It begins with steep face climbing on 
flakes which leads to an overhanging horizontal 
flake. You undercling until you reach an alcove 
and a finger crack. From there it's straight up 
the crack to a ledge. A classic 5.9 climb. 

After this initial free climbing explosion, ex-
ploration ceased for quite some time. The next 
generation concentrated on repeating the old 
lines and branching to other areas. Except for a 
few odd masterpieces, Midnight remained aloof 
and quiet during the late seventies. 

But what masterpieces! Paul Boving's 
R.O.T.C. (rather overhanging thin crack) was for 
a long time the most difficult and potentially 
serious lead up there. Other climbs were discov-
ered, such as The Sting, Wasp, Curtains and 
Frog Suicide. The Sting especially is a beauti-
fully sustained and steep hand crack. It's very 
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K jell Swedin hanging it out on the wild overhang of Perfect Pump on first ascent, Midnight Rock. 
Photo by Bob McDougall. 

similar to the first pitch of Outer Limits in sible for In Search of the Perfect Pump, Some- 
Yosemite, only probably harder. times a Great Notion and Diamond in the Rough 

After the dormancy of the seventies, the early (among others). 
eighties has seen a resurgence of new route dis- The coup de grace, however, was put up by 
covery. The two most responsible, Kjell Swedin Pat Timson. It was a route long sought after 
and Bob McDougall, have added extreme diffi- and highly prized. It could be thought of as the 
culty and creativity to the cliff. They are respon- ultimate in crack climbing. Every conceivable 

jamming technique is brought into nlay. The 
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route is called Supercrack. It begins on a slight-
ly overhanging wall as thin fingers. Gradually, 
the crack widens. It expands to hands, wide 
hands, fists and then it enlarges to fit shoulders, 
hips and anything else one cares to thrash 

Special Custom Made Offer 
We'll make neoprene-nylon heel straps for Stubai 
Tirol crampons (or any other clamp-type cram-
pon binding), 1 pair $2.00 postpaid. Send us old 
strap for measurement (returned). Other custom 
work on request. Instep crampon straps, $2.60 a 
pair postpaid. Brochure for a 22 cent stamp. 

BRUCE BECK, Dept. M 
P.O. Box 2223 

Santa Barbara, California 93120 USA 



Dick Novikoff [The Duck] 

works his way up the classic 
Yellowbird route 

at Midnight Rock, Washington. 

Photo by Stanley Holmes 

about in. This is while the crack remains over-
hanging and begins to curve like a crescent. 
Supercrack, along with Perfect Pump and 
R.O.T.C. are the most difficult routes at Mid-
night (5.11 - 5.12) 

But those routes are what legends are made 
of. They are chilling campfire stories better left 
on a night when you want to be scared and then 
drunk. For the less endowed, however, Midnight 
offers routes for the common man and woman. 
These are serious routes but well within the 
range of sanity. One of the best lines is the 
Flame/Apron link up. The Flame is exciting, 
tough and a varied 5.8 crack. It leads to a ledge 
offering three to four possibilities. One of them 
is the Apron Crack, a mildly sloped 5.7 affair. 
The other recommendation is the South Ramp. 
It's the longest route on Midnight (five pitches). 
Although rated 5.10, the crux is bolt-protected 
and most of the climbing is moderate and en-
joyable. 

Midnight Rock is not for everybody, however, 
the approach being what it is. The hike itself has 
repulsed a few of the best in the climbing world. 
But if sustained climbing in a remote, uncrowded 
area, on the dry eastern side of the Cascades is  

desired,then Midnight might be worth exploring. 
And, oh, yeah. . . watch out for rattlesnakes, 

too. El 

A LIST OF ROUTES 

Supercrack 5.11d-5.12 
In Search of the Perfect Pump 5.11d-5.12 
R.O.T.C. 5.11c 
Diamond in the Rough 5.11a 
Spellbound 5.11a 
Curtains 5.10d 
Sometimes a Great Notion 5.10d 
J.A.M. Session 5.10c 
Sting 5.10b 
Twin Cracks 5.10b 
Frog Suicide 5.10a 
South Ramp 5.10a 
Wasp 5.10a 
Black Widow 5.10 
Nightingale 5.10 
North Ramp 5.10a 
Easter Overhang 5.9+ 
Yellowbird 5.9 
Corner Crack 5.9 
The Wild Traverse 5.9 
Midnight Madness 5.8+ 
The Flame 5.8+ 
Roller Coaster Chimney 5.7 or 5.9 
Midnight Rambler 5.7 
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MUrAI Tv1IL®  
The Adventure Company 

Dear Editor: 
People with mismatched feet, as I 

have, encounter great difficulty finding 
shoes and boots to fit. Do you or any 
of your readers know of a mechanism 
for obtaining mismatched climbing 
shoes and boots? Does an organization 
exist for pairing people with comple-
mentary mismatched feet? If not, I'd 
be interested in starting one. 
Dick Smith 
Redondo Beach, CA 90278 

Dear Editor: 
Regarding Bruce Beck's letter in the 

Sept.-Oct. 1984 issue, it seems that 
Ashley quit publishing The Rag a bit 
over three years ago. At that time, un-
fulfilled subscription refunds were 
promised but not received, so Bruce is 
not the only one who would like to get 
a line on Frank. 

In any case, we thought that a news-
letter for the southern California wild-
lands user was a product that needed  

to continue so in May/83 we began 
publishing Backcountry Notes, also a 
newsletter which continues to be the 
only consolidated source of up-to-date 
and accurate information on the Cali-
fornia mountain and desert scene. To-
gether with detailed coverage of back-
country conditions, wilderness politics 
and the like, we also find space for rel-
evant publication mentions and our 
ever popular equipment notes and other 
miscellanes. 

If anyone wants to take a look at 
Backcountry Notes, we'll be happy to 
send along a current copy. Please in-
clude $1 to cover our handling costs. 
David M. Horine, Editor 
Backcountry Notes 
3092 N. Skywood St. 
Orange, CA 92665 

Dear Editor: 
I find Doug Hansen's articles very 

informative, but it was hard to believe 
that last spring's article (Jan.-Feb. 
1985) on Utah ice completely ignored 
many of Utah's better routes. Instead, 
Hansen concentrated almost solely on 
Provo climbs, including the likes of 
Grunge Couloir. The Grunge is a nice 
diversion for locals who can't get out of 
state, but the route probably best com-
pares to Bloody Mountain Couloir (and 
California climbers know what that's all 
about!). The Grunge certainly doesn't 
deserve the space that more logically 
should have gone to Malans Waterfall 
or the Great Amphitheater Gulley (eas-
ily two of the finest routes in the 
state). 

The truth is that very few Provo or 
Salt Lake climbers spend time up this 
way doing our fine ice (and rock) 
routes. One wonders if they haven't 
been somewhat spoiled by their rows of 
climbs all neatly piled up next to major 
highways. 

The reader is deceived if he limits his 
visions of Utah ice to Provo and Little 
Cottonwood Canyons. Good ice exists 
all over the state in profuse amounts. 
Hopefully, Coat's proposed guide to the 
ice of Utah, Idaho, and Wyoming will 
reflect this fact. 
David Black 
Ogden, Utah 

WE'RE THE ONE. 
We sell the best brands. 
Our prices are the lowest. 
We ship free and we ship now! 

Well, anyway, let's list some gear: ' THERM-A-REST Ultralite pad 47" $32. 72" $42 
OUTDOOR PRODUCTS down booties S,M,L $18 

o EVERNEW stainless cookset S $20. M $23. L $26 
HANK ROBERTS Mini Stove $23. Butane 3/$7 
OPTIMUS 123R "Svea" $36. "Naked Svea" $30 

ti MSR X-GK $64. Firefly $50. Whisperlite $35 
MARTIN Cad-coated gradient glacier glasses $10 

FIRST NEED water purifier $34. Filter $22 
POCKET PURIFIER ("drinking straw") $9 

tj FIREs $60. FIRE Cats $65. Calmas $65 
tXJ BLUE WATER Rockguard dry 11 x 165 rope $95 
tT1 BEAL 8.8 x 165 dry $80. 11 x 165 non-dry $88 

EDELRID Hotline 11 x 165 non-dry $80. Classic $95 
OMEGA PACIFIC 'biners: brite ovals or brite Ds 5/$17 

SMC brite ovals 5/$18.  Blue or black anodized 5/$23 
ROBBINS-SALEWA Superlite hollow ovals 5/$22 

CMI new 500d ascenders $65 CAMP double action $65 
TROLL Basic harness S,M $26. Whillans $43. Mark 6 $56 

co 

J Free UPS delivery, air shipment at 
nominal charge. Add 6% tax In CA. 

0 Request current 'Plaln-ane" catalog. 

824 WEST GRAAF RIDGECREST, CA 93555 . (619) 446•5643 Cl;\ 
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Alpenglow on the Sierra Crest. Photo by Mike McWherter 

CLIMBER 

You speed from the City 
to sleep this Sierra night 
held in place by stars. 
Dream at the trailhead 
a granite lover 
scours your skin 
with pleasure. 
Rise before dawn 
and like a camel 
fill with water 
to climb the long pass  

sweating your 
transparent coolness 
into the August heat. 
Moving with labor 
more luxurious than rest 
from the northeast glacier 
south to rocks 
difficult face 
traverse the little arete 
to view the iridescent range. 

Copyright 1985 by Sarah B. Arsone 
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BOOTS & BOOT REPAIR 

BOOT REPAIR—E.B.'s to double boots. Spec-
ial jobs no problem. Two week shop time. We 
also sell mountain footwear. Technical boots, 
hiking boots, and problem feet our specialty. 
Wheeler & Wilson Boots, 206 N. Main, Bishop, 
CA 93514. (619) 873-7520. 

BOOTMAKING: Technical, hiking, ski and 
walking boots carefully handmade and fitted by 
John W. Calden, P0 Box 2523A, Estee Park, 

Colorado 80517. 303-586-5398. 

EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE 

MOUNTAINEERING HARDWARE, SOFT-
GOODS and More! Free catalog. Write: Hansen 
Mountaineering, Inc., 757 North State, Orem, 
Utah 84057. 

25-foot ROPE LADDERS with taped 1-inch 
PVC rungs 12 or 15 inches apart (Please 
specify) on 7mm static Mammut perlon, $39.95. 
(Includes stuff sack, instructions, tax & ship-
ping.) Send check or money order to Northern 
Lights, 2391 Galloway St., Bishop, CA 93514. 
(619) 873-3470. Allow 2 weeks. 

MOUNTAIN HIGH, LTD. is proud to intro-
duce Caribou Quallofil sleeping bags. Caribou 
invented the exclusive Louverloft concept for 
fluid free-loft insulation unmatched by any other 
design. The closest to the warmth of goose 
down yet—but with none of the down's disad-
vantages. Data sheet and catalog, 824 West 
Graaf. Ridgecrest, CA 93555. 

You deserve clothing features that fit your 
style. Z-TOGS are. . .Custom made pants & 
shorts for today's climber & other members of 
the uncommon crowd, Free Brochure. ,  ZAHN 
ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box 31293, Dept. is, 
Phoenix 85046. (602) 992-4052. 

PACK LIGHTER WITH SINGLE SERVE 
TOILETRIES! Save space and weight with 
individual packets of shampoo, deodorant, shave 
cream, lotion and more. FREE LIST! Far 
Horizon 48E, Box 65, Otis Orchards, WA 98027, 

I want to buy or have made a few PILE 
JACKETS like Synergy Works made. Have an 
old one for a pattern. George Ehrhardt, P0 Box 
127, Albert Lea, MN 56007. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

EVEREST PERMITS AVAILABLE. Still some 
climbing permits for the Chinese aide of Everest 
available for 1988, 1989 and 1990. For informa-
tion, describe your projected itinerary and con-
tact the Atlantic Alpine Club, POB 426, Con-
cord, Mass. 01742. 

GUIDED CLIMBS & EXPEDITIONS 

ALASKA-DENALI GUIDING. Join us for ex-
peditions on Mt. McKinley and other activities 
in Denali National Park. Alpine seminars, moun-
tain hikes, skiing in the Alaska Range. Custom 
trips State wide. Brian and Diane Okonek, Box 
326, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-2649. 

MT. McKINLEY EXPEDITIONS—Climb with 
experienced, professional McKinley guides. For 
brochure write: Rainier Mountaineering, Inc., 
201 St. Helens, Tacoma, WA 98402. 

CLIMB and SKI ALASKA'S HIGH MOUN-
TAINS. Experienced Mountain Guides climb 
with you on numerous routes on Mt. McKinley, 
Mt. Foraker, Mt. Hunter, and more. Tele-Skiing 
in the Ruth Glacier. Women only climbs and 
seminars. Contact MOUNTAIN TRIP, Gary 
Bocarde, Box 41161, Dept. S, Anchorage,Alaska 
99509. (907) 345-6499 or 733-2651. 

NEPAL. CLIMB Hiunchuli (21,133) and Par-
chamo (20610). High quality mountaineering ex-
peditions. For info write Rainier Mountaineering 
201 St. Helens, Tacoma, WA 98402. 

ALPINE ACTION IN EUROPE—Summer '85 
- Matterhorn, Mont Blanc, Eiger. For Alpine 
Guiding, Mountaineering C ourses, Adventure 
and Walking Holidays or for the best of High-
Level Alpine Trekking including the famous 
Haute Route, contact Mountain Ventures Ltd 
(A), Brecon House, Greenhill Road, Liverpool 
L18 7HQ, U.K. 011 44) 51-724 2732 or 3508. 

ROCK, ICE, WINTER CLIMBING COURSES 

PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION in Rock 
Climbing, Alpine Mountaineering, Mountain 
Rescue, and more. (Meant for the serious climb-
er who wants to get the most for his/her 
money, written and practical test, certificates 
awarded.) Write: Hansen Mountaineering, Inc., 
757 North State, Orem, Utah 84057. 

RAINIER MOUNTAINEERING INCORPOR-
ATED—the most complete snow and ice climb-
ing school in the United States offers climbing 
seminars and summit climbs. For brochure, 
write to: RMI, 201 St. Helens, Tacoma, Wash-
ington 98402. 

OFF BELAY'S MOUNTAIN SCHOOL offers 
intensive training in alpine mountaineering. 
Write Ray Smutek, Director, The Mountain 
School, P.O. Box 728, Renton, Washington 
98056 or phone 206-226-2613. 

THE NORTH CASCADES offer the perfect set-
ting for our mountaineering, rock climbing and 
ice climbing seminars for all ability levels. Small 
groups for guided climbs and programs from 
one day to two weeks. Glacier travel courses 
and summit climbs of 10,800-foot Mt. Baker as 
well as the Caucasus of Russia! Our 9th year 
offering the finest trips, guides and instructors. 
Write or call for free color trips catalog. LIB-
ERTY BELL ALPINE TOURS, Star Route 
Box 5, Mazama, WA 98833 (509) 996-2250. 

MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE & FILM 

MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE, JOUR-
NALS purchased, exchanged. Highest prices 
paid. Complimentary search service. C atalogs. 
MOUNTAINBOOKS, Box 25589, Seattle 98125. 

MOUNTAINEERING BOOK COLLECTORS! 
Send for free catalogue. Michael Chessler, 90 
Hudson St., NY, NY 10013. 

FILMS AND VIDEOS: Gravity Sports Film is 
pleased to announce the addition of five New 
Leo Dickinson films to our library: EIGER, 
CERRO TORRE ENIGMA, EXTREME ROCK, 
EXTREME ICE, and MOUNTAINS OF THE 
WIND. Call or write for more information. GSF, 
1591 South 1100 East, SLC, UT 84105. 801-
485-3 702. 

OFF BELAY back issues #24, 27, 29, 30, 38, 45 
through 55, $2 each. Postage 75 cents first 
copy, 45 cents second copy, 25 cents each addi-
tional copy. OFF BELAY, 12416 - 169th SE., 
Renton, Washigton 98056. 

Complete unbound sets of 1984 SUMMIT issues 
$12 plus $2 postage & handling. Send check or 
money order to SUMMIT, P.O. Box 1889, Big 
Bear Lake, California 92315. 

BUILD IGLOOS the way Eskimos do, in all 
kinds of snow. 16 pages, 30 photos and 
sketches. $1.25 postpaid. Off Belay, P.O. Box 
728, Renton, WA 98057. 

MOUNTAINS OF BOOKS. Thousands of Anti-
quarian and Secondhand Mountaineering Books 
for sale. Take advantage of cheaper U.K. prices 
and send for your free copy of my latest cata-
logue now. Tony Astill, P.O. Box 24, Twicken-
ham, TW2 SDR. England. 

This publication 
is available h in 

University Microfilms International 

300 North Zeeb Road 30-32 Mortimer Street 
Dept. PR. Dept. P.R. 
Ann Arbor, Mi. 48106 London WIN 7RA 
U.S.A. England 

Th s ama gly I ght & comfortable camp ha s a 
delight to sit on. Gives FULL BACK SUPPORT, 

tolds up tlat, and 4 oz. headrest snaps on & 
off. Chair is the same wt. as a 16 oz. CAN 

OF BEER! 250 lb. capacity, ONE YEAR 
WARRANTY. Order tactory direct or 
see your local mtn. shop. COLORS: 

Blue, green, red. $64.50 & $2.00 
shipping. CA. res. add 

6% Ix. VISA&MC or 
check. Shipped 

- within 48 hrs. 
via U.P.S. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL RE-
FUND! Since 1977 by: SEND FOR FREE INFO. 

FREEFORM R & D - 1539 Monrovia Ave. #23S 
Newport Beach, CA, 92663 —(714) 646-3217 



W/O/€E MOU#TA/AY BOOK! 

The Shishapangma Expedition 

By Doug Scott and Alex Maclntyre. Published 
by The Mountaineers. An account of the successful 
1982 British climb of the formidable south face of 
Shishapangma, done fast and light, alpine style, with 
limited finances. Rich in anecdotes of the frustrations 
of crossing backcountry Tibet. Winner of 1984 
Boardman & Tasker Award for outstanding 
contribution to mountain literature. 322 pages, 58 
photos, hardbound, $18.95 plus $1.70 postage & handling. 
(Calif. res. add 6% sales tax.) 

IN11000P 
Going Higher 

The Story of Man and Altitude 
By Charles S. Houston, M.D. 

Going Higher is written for 
the skier, climber, or flier, or for any person 

interested in how our wonderful bodies work, how we 
adjust to lack of oxygen whether due to altitude or to illness. The 

book examines how more than a dozen persons have been able 
to reach the top of Everest without oxygen, and it discusses what kinds 

of illness or disability make it dangerous for some people to go 
even to a moderately high elevation. Though a serious book about a 

serious subject, it is written in a light and easy-to-read style—for anyone. 
$10 plus $1.25 postage & handling. (Calif. res. add 6% sales tax.) 

The Armchair Mountaineer 
By David Reuther and John Thorn. Charles Scribners Sons 
A panoramic view of mountaineering history, 
lore, techniques, literature—featuring over 50 selections 
of the finest, most exciting writing on climbing. 
Chris Bonington writes on his harrowing climb over 
loose ice and snow on the murderous South Face 
of Annapurna; Sir Edmund Hillary shares his satisfaction and 
relief at attaining his great price—the summit of Everest; 
Yvon Chouinard admires the glacier-polished rocks of 
Yosemite—the testing ground for new techniques. 
Maurice Herzog remembers battling cold, despair and 
frostbite during an agonizing bivouac in a crevasse; 
and many others! $19.95 plus $1.70 postage and handling. 
(Calif. res. add 6% sales tax.) 
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